A technique is proposed for evaluating the probability of aircraft collision by the importance sampling technique. Upper limits for the size of an auxiliary sample are found, which ensure the prescribed relative accuracy of probability evaluation. Theoretical conclusions are confirmed by numerical experiments.
INTRODUCTION
In the present paper, we modernize a method of simulating rare events by determining the size of an auxiliary sample that allows us to estimate more accurately the probability of aircraft collision with respect to one coordinate. Let us consider the following problem. Two aircraft fly in parallel air corridors. Their current coordinate x (altitude or transverse) is traced. Let the coordinate x of a flying aircraft have a mixed probability density
where G ( ) b is the Eulerian gamma-function, a Î ( , ) 0 1 is the mixture parameter, a 1 and a 2 are positive scale parameters, b 1 and b 2 are positive shape parameters, and m Î Â is the location parameter corresponding to the axis of air corridor. This probability density is called the density of double generalized Laplacian distribution [4] . The first term on the right-hand side of the formula corresponds to the principal part of distribution, while the second term corresponds to rare events of the aircraft deviating far from the corridor axis.
Probability densities for the coordinate x 1 of the first aircraft and x 2 of the second aircraft are equal to f x ( ; ) X 2 are the current values of the coordinate x of the aircraft. The task is to estimate the x-coordinate collision probability P x :
It is impossible to calculate this integral analytically. It can be determined by the Monte Carlo method for two independent samples:
However, such a technique does not serve the purpose since the value of P x is very small and the event {
Moreover, random number generators are pseudorandom, which leads to significant differences between Z n and P x . Therefore, it was proposed in [2] to apply the importance sampling technique rather than direct simulation. However, the size of the auxiliary sample that ensures the prescribed accuracy of determining the collision probability was not indicated in [2] . Here we derive the upper bound for the sample size that ensures the prescribed relative accuracy of the collision probability estimate. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we present an exact formulation of the problem and the importance sampling technique for estimating the collision probability. Section 3 contains auxiliary results concerning the rate of convergence in the law of large numbers, which follow from the results of [1] . In Sec. 4 we select the size of an auxiliary sample. Section 5 is devoted to a numerical experiment. In the last section, the conclusions are drawn. 
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